Hazel Fausak (Bjornstad)
Age 24 in 1946
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– By Hazel B. Fausak (Nee Bjornstad)

Hazel Fausak at 92 in 2014

Hazel B Bjornstad at 24 in
Toronto on way home from Gander

My History with the
Royal Air Force Ferry Command - RAFFC /
Royal Air Force Transport Command – RAFTCF
By Hazel B. Fausak (Nee Bjornstad)

I spent most of the war years working for the Royal Air Force Ferry Command. During the
wartime all our operations were secret for safety sake. Even now, almost 70 years after the
end of the war, there still seems to be a secrecy and ignorance about the RAF Ferry
Command. Very few people seem to have heard of it.
First a little history. In the 1930’s the great depression gripped the whole known world.
Every country in Europe and in North America was on the verge of bankruptcy. In 1934 Adolph
Hitler came into power in Germany and immediately started building up their Army, Air Force
and Navy. Labour was cheap and he built up an immense fighting force. They then started
invading the surrounding countries until most of Europe was in their power. Poland, France,
Holland, Belgium, Norway and many other smaller countries were all under German control.
Britain, Hitler’s main challenge refused to give in – but they had very little Army, Navy or
Air Force equipment and no resources to build.
Germany sent bombers over every night dropping bombs wherever they could. People
had to rush for shelters. It was a terrible time for all.
After the London Blitz and the fall of her Allies, Britain was standing alone with her back to
the wall. Britain made a Lend-Lease deal with the United States for planes and equipment to
be built in North America. These would then be sent to Britain to use against the Nazis.
Then came the dilemma of how to get these supplies to Britain. By boat was out of the
question since the Ocean was infested with Nazi U-Boats. The only ones who had flown over
the ocean were Charles Lindberg and Amelia Earhart. Their flights had been publicity stunts. A
few smaller groups had tried to fly the Atlantic Ocean but failed. Flights seemed impossible.
Lord Beaverbrook (Canadian), who was Munitions Minister in the British Government,
came to Canada and enlisted Punch Dickens (an Edmontonian of bush piloting fame) to
arrange a ferrying system to get the planes and supplies to Britain. Punch Dickens set up a
series of stations using St. Hubert airport in Montreal, through to Gander airport, then Goose
Bay airport, Bermuda and Iceland airports and finally to Prestwick, Scotland or Shannon,
Ireland. He called it the “Atlantic Ferry Organization". This was told to me, but as a young
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person, I was not interested in how the Ferry Command began. I just wanted to work to help
the War effort and this seemed interesting and different.
These small airports were not constructed to handle the size and number of aircraft,
initially, a couple hundred a month and later on, many times that number arrived so the entire
system had to be upgraded and they decided to use Dorval, Quebec instead of the airport at
St. Hubert, Quebec.
In 1942 the Royal Air Force took over the operation and called it the “Royal Air Force Ferry
Command". They added stations at Elizabeth City, USA; Trinidad; Nassau, Bahamas; Belem,
South America; the Azores and some stations in West Africa. These stations added to those
mentioned before, with Birdlip, England as Signal headquarters made for an extensive
operation.
In 1942 I left Edmonton for Toronto, where I took a course in Radio Operating at Radio
College of Canada. Here we learned to be proficient at sending and receiving Morse code,
learned the rules and regulations covering Radio Operating and learned to do simple checks
on equipment. Operators intending to join the Merchant Marines were also taking the course.
Merchant Marine operators on duty could only monitor to receive signals, as sending signals
would alert the enemy to their position. However, they had to keep their equipment in good
working order in case they had to send an SOS signal in a disaster situation.
During the war, both Nazi’s and Allies were continually monitoring signals out on the
airwaves.
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On completing our course about 14 of us were recruited by the RAF Ferry Command to
man the signal station at Dorval, Quebec. There was also a group from Montreal at the Dorval
station.

Hazel Bjornstad at Front Office
desk on left behind Marcel
Auger

The messages were all coded, so we never knew their contents, except that weather
reports and forecasts were all in groups of five figures. Letter messages were in five letter
groups. For both weather forecasts and letter messages, the first group was a letter with four
figures. For example: R1234 - This gave the setting of the cipher machine to decode the
messages received or encode messages to send. The messages were graded with no letter if
it was an ordinary message, ”P” for important, “OP” for very important and '0' for emergency.
We were not allowed to send an '0' message over the air for security sake. I can remember
one member of our group being relieved of his position for sending an un-coded message sending the message "Hi" to friends at another station. This was a very serious breach of
security since it may have given the enemy a clue this was a British station and they would
then monitor it extremely closely. He was gone within hours.
We sat at a desk with a radio, a set of ear phones, typewriter, sending key, and a basket
of messages. Most of the stations were busy all day. It was, however, early in the times of
radio communications so sometimes a station might fade out or be completely overshadowed
by static or other interference. It was remarkable though, how that Morse signal could
penetrate the noise and be audible. If we chose, we did have the option of re-routing the
messages through another station that may have better contact with the first.
The messages were brought from the cipher office to our office front desk where they were
logged and then distributed to the operator working that station to which they were addressed.
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After they were sent they were brought back, timed, initialled as sent.

Dottie Trotter

Betty Dickson
Dick Stamp

Radio Room with Gloria
Durham in front and
Barbara Galloway
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Shortly thereafter, the name was changed to RAFTC, Royal Air Force Transport
Command.
In September of 1944, about 15 women and the same number of men were asked to relocate and operate the station in Gander, Newfoundland (No.83 Staging Post). Newfoundland
was then its own country so we were serving outside of Canada.
The girls were housed in the upper floor of a two-story barrack style building called “A”
Building. We were two to a room. Our rooms were about 12' by 12' with two each of the
following: single beds, bedside tables, chairs, closets and bureaus. There was one bathroom
which included two each of sinks, toilets and tubs for all of us.

“A” Building
Our residence in Gander

Hanger with the
Signals Office and the
tower
The “A” Building was
across the street looking
out at the Hanger
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A larger room served as a recreation room which contained a radio, some large easy
chairs, card table and a few dishes. There we could play cards, do puzzles or have a small
party. We ate at the general cafeteria (the officers had their own), and emptying cockroaches
from the cereal dishes was a daily occurrence, but we got used to the routine, the food was
delicious.

General Lounge
Situated at the back of the cafeteria

The lower floor of our building housed about a
dozen or so of older RAF men. We never did find
out what their job was.

Joey Smallwood, who had a
pig farm there at the time, was a
regular at the cafeteria. He sat
at the end of a long table
talking, talking and talking to his
captive
audience
gathered
'round the table.

Joey Smallwood,
Group Captain and John Murphy after
a successful day of fishing
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The base was under the command of an RAF Group Captain. There were a few lesser
Officers who had various positions. Flying Officer Nash was in charge of Signals. A few
WAAF's handled the cipher office. There were a few families, several of whom were
Newfoundlanders doing office and maintenance jobs and were housed on the base.

Group Captain’s
residence

There was an American and Canadian base also at Gander but they were some distance
away so we pretty much stayed amongst our own people. But at times there were activities at
the other bases to which we might go if
we so chose. At our station there was
a group of young men handling a
Radio Range post, which was a very
new operation at that time. There was
also a group doing the Meteorological
work, so our station was a busy place.
A little store half mile up the road
kept us supplied with Nescafe that had
cream in it.

Returning from the store
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The workdays were long and tedious with seemingly no end of messages to send and
receive. The station operated around the clock. Our shifts lasted for eight hours and we had
every seventh day off and then changed to a different shift. When I think back I am surprised at
how we took the long hours and consecutive shifts all in stride, as part of our daily routine. The
shift system was improved so later on we had more time off. We still worked the same amount
of hours but it was broken up. Then we had split shifts which gave us a break and improved
our working ethic.
The operators from Montreal City were always begging
for holidays to go home ---they couldn't stand the isolation.
The isolation was challenging for city people. One even had
a minor breakdown. For us from the backwoods of Alberta,
there was much to enjoy at Gander. Many of us had never
enjoyed playing sports in a big gymnasium like the one at
the Canadian Base. There was a theatre at the American
Base where the latest shows were playing. There was also
a lake close by where sailing and swimming were available.
We had places to hike to and even picked blueberries if we
wanted to.

Picking Blueberries
Hazel Bjornstad and Myrtle Smith
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Playing Hockey in Hanger 12

Playing hockey on Deadmans Pond

Our work, we knew, was very important as the transportation of the planes and supplies,
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and the safety of the pilots and crews depended on the information we were receiving and
sending. Without this Ferry Service from Canada and the USA the outcome of WW II might
have been much different.
The men flying the planes did a tremendous job as the planes were small and could be
bounced during bad weather which was often the case. The trip took many hours through all
kinds of weather over “The cold black Atlantic”. They only had minimal instrumentation as
these planes were meant for fighting, not for cruising.
Many of those pilots had been bush pilots, stunt pilots or just plain fun pilots, who for some
reason could not pass the military medicals but wanted to serve. Many were from other
countries such as Norway, Holland, France etc. and wanted to help liberate their homeland
countries. They would take a plane from the RAF Ferry Command overseas, find their way
back and go again.
After the war was over, civilian airlines such as PanAm and Trans World Airlines were
established at the base.
After four years away from home I was anxious to return, which I did in April of 1946.

The Air Transport Command plane

Unidentifiable aircraft
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Fueling trucks

Float plane on Gander Lake
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TWA – Trans World Airlines
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American Overseas Airlines

I shall always be thankful for the privilege of working for the RAFTC. It gave me - a very
shy and insecure person - a chance to open up and find out I could do things just as well as
other people who had a much more privileged upbringing.
It also gave me a chance to meet so many wonderful people from a variety of places and
backgrounds. I kept in touch with a number of the friends I made in Gander and Montreal but
sadly they have mostly passed away.
In my mind I find I still send messages to myself in Morse Code!.
I can’t help but be thankful that while unthinkable atrocities were happening in most of the
civilized world God allowed me to spend that time in that little slice of heaven called Gander,
Newfoundland.
Since 1946 I have lived in and around Evansburg, Alberta. I married Fred Fausak a WW II
Veteran and after raising nine children on the farm we retired in the village of Evansburg,
Alberta. After 66.5 years of marriage Fred passed away December 30th 2013. I am now on my
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own again. At age 92 I am living in my own home and am well looked after by my family and
friends.

Gander Airport
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Autographs
collected during my
stay at Gander
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Christmas card cover

Inside of Christmas card with Mosquito’s lined up for overseas transport

Note: We were not allowed to have cameras on the base during the War. All pictures on
base shown here were taken between VE Day 1945 and 1946. We then went camera crazy.
Other photos were taken after hours on days off.
Hazel B. Fausak
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